IN AN ACTIVE SHOOTER EVENT, EVERY SECOND COUNTS.

Guardian, our fully automated **Indoor Active Shooter Detection System**, combines the world's finest acoustic gunshot detection software with infrared sensor muzzle flash detection. This dual modality provides an incredibly high detection rate with zero false alerts.

**Size**
- Faceplate - 4.6” Square (11.7cm)
- Depth from Faceplate - 1” (2.54cm)
- Depth from Sensors - 1.5” (3.81cm)

**Weight**
- < 0.5 lbs. (< 0.25 kg)

**Temperature Rating**
- 0C to 45C

**Mounting Options**
- Standard Dual Gang Electrical Box
- Low-voltage Frame

**Coverage**
- 40 Feet L/R/C (12 Meters)
- Min. 2500 Square Feet (233 Sq. Meters)

**Mounting Configurations**
- Flush – Wallboard or Ceiling Tile
- Surface Mount Box – Concrete/Brick Structures

**Power**
- Standard Power Over Ethernet (POE)
- 802.3af Compliant
- Modes A and B
- Low Power Class 2 Device
- Power Draw ~1Watt

**Network Interface**
- 802.3 10/100M Ethernet
- CAT5 Cable (minimum)

**SAFETY Act Certified by DHS**

**Dual Factor Authentication - Zero False Alerts**

**Fastest gunshot reporting product in the marketplace - Under one second**

**Floor plan map of facility with instant shot location information**

**Easily integrated into any network using standard Power-Over-Ethernet**

**Integrated with leading-edge security systems:**
- VMS
- Access Control
- Mass Notification
- Mobile Alerts

**Requires extremely low network bandwidth - <1-watt power draw**

**Fits into standard 4-inch electrical box**

**Flush mounted in ceiling or wall; Surface mount for concrete/brick structures**

**Features simulation and training modes**

**Made in the U.S.A.**

"SHOTS FIRED." It’s a chilling call, yet one that has become all too common in our everyday lives. Shooter Detection Systems (SDS) was formed to help mitigate this growing risk. Our goal? To save lives. How? With proven technology designed by the world’s foremost scientists. Developed in conjunction with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and one of the country’s premier defense contractors, SDS gunshot detection products utilize the most advanced and proven shooter detection technologies available in the commercial market today.
Guardian offers seamless integration into your facility’s existing security systems and represents an affordable way to protect your staff and visitors from acts of gun violence so you can focus your time and resources on the goals of your business.

Learn more about Active Shooter Detection provided by STANLEY at stanleysecurity.com/shooterdetection

STANLEY Security is an authorized dealer for Shooter Detection Systems LLC products and services.